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ABSTRACT

Multiple transmit and receive antennas with spatial mul-
tiplexing are planned for wideband code division multiple
access (WCDMA) systems. Thus, multiple–access interfer-
ence (MAI) and inter–antenna interference (IAI) have to be
mitigated. In this paper, a new linear receiver applicable
for downlink employing long scrambling code is presented
and compared to the known ones. These receivers equalize
the channel and, thus, suppress MAI. Also IAI is mitigated
by equalizing over the receive antennas. The proposed re-
ceiver is shown to provide a good performance–complexity
trade–off for practical WCDMA terminal receivers.

1. INTRODUCTION

High speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) for wideband
code division multiple access (WCDMA) is under develop-
ment to enhance the downlink data rates beyond 10 Mbps.
The use of multiple transmit and receive antennas, i.e., a
multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) channel provides
potential for a tremendous capacity increase [1]. Spatial
multiplexing, i.e., independent data stream transmission
from different antennas, is available also for HSDPA [2]
resulting in inter–antenna interference (IAI) [3].

Multipath propagation in a synchronous CDMA downlink
causes also multiple–access interference (MAI), which can
be mitigated efficiently by channel equalizers that retain
the orthogonality of the spreading sequences to some ex-
tent [4, 5] also in the systems using long scrambling codes.
Their simplest and the most practical versions approximate
the interfering users’ spreading sequences as random ones
on chip level [4]. The channel equalizers are less effective
to combat IAI than MAI, since different spatial channels
apply the same spreading code.

In this paper, the linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE) channel equalizer and its two approximations
are considered as terminal receivers for MIMO WCDMA
HSDPA downlink to offer reasonable MAI and IAI mitiga-
tion with acceptable complexity. An improved LMMSE
approximation is proposed based on despread correlator
outputs, and its performance is compared to the already
known approximation. To further enhance IAI mitigation,
also optimum maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector in the
space domain is considered as a benchmark and a concate-
nation of the LMMSE equalizer to mitigate residual MAI.

The research described in this paper has been supported by Nokia
Mobile Phones and Texas Instruments what is gratefully acknowledged.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The information bits of the desired user are protected with
the rate 1/3 turbo code [6, 7]. The code is built as a parallel
concatenation of two binary recursive systematic convolu-
tional codes. Turbo encoder contains internal interleaver
preceding the other constituent encoder, and the encoder is
followed by a channel interleaver. The interleaving depth
is the transmission time intervel (TTI), i.e., 2 ms [2]. The
encoded bits are mapped into quadrature phase shift key-
ing (QPSK) symbols on a single physical channel. Sym-
bol stream on a physical channel is converted into parallel
streams transmitted from NT antennas with the same chan-
nelization and scrambling sequence.

After down-conversion, low-pass filtering, and sampling,
the discrete-time signals from multiple receive antennas are
interleaved into a single vector r defined as [4]

r =
K∑

k=1

DCSkAkbk + η ∈ CNcNs , (1)

where K is the number of transmitted physical channels,
D is chip waveform matrix, C is channel coefficient ma-
trix with L paths per transmit-receive antenna pair, Sk is
spreading sequence matrix, Ak is amplitude matrix, bk is
symbol vector, and η is noise vector. The number of sam-
ples per chip is denoted with Ns, and it is product of the
number of receive antennas NR and samples per chip on
each of the receive antenna branches. Nc denotes the length
of observation window in chip intervals. Additional Nc,e

chips are included to model the tails of symbols transmit-
ted before and after the observation window.

Matrix D introduces the effects of the transmitted chip
waveforms, receiver front-end filtering and delays for prop-
agation paths. Multiplication with matrix D interleaves
the signal samples from multiple antennas into one vec-
tor. The interleaving is realized by the Kronecker product,
i.e., D = D ⊗ INR , where D ∈ IRNcNs/NR×NRL(Nc+Nc,e)

is a matrix with column vectors containing samples from
properly delayed waveform of the nth chip for the lth path.
Matrix

C = [C1, ..., CNT ] ∈ CNRL(Nc+Nc,e)×NT(Nc+Nc,e) (2)

contains channel coefficients in block diagonal matrices
CnT ∈ CNRL(Nc+Nc,e)×(Nc+Nc,e), in which column vectors
contain the time-variant channel coefficients for L paths of
NR antennas. Block diagonal spreading sequence matrix
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Fig. 1. Block-diagram of a receiver with equalization.

Sk is defined as Sk = INT ⊗ Sk,T where the block diagonal

matrix Sk,T ∈ Ξ(Nc+Nc,e)×Mk

C (ΞC is chip alphabet) con-
tains spreading sequences for the Mk transmitted symbols
on its columns. Spreading sequences are products of a base
station specific scrambling sequence and channelization se-
quences. Orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF)
codes are used as channelization codes. Diagonal matrix
Ak contains the average received amplitudes Ak =

√
2Eb

for the NTMk symbols, and vector bk ∈ ΞNTMk

b (Ξb is
symbol alphabet) contains the transmitted symbols. Noise
vector contains samples from a complex zero-mean white
Gaussian noise process with covariance σ2

nINcNs . Inter-
cell interference from other base stations is modelled as a
part of the white Gaussian noise.

3. RECEIVER ALGORITHMS

3.1 LMMSE Channel Equalizer

The term DC in (1) is suppressed with channel equaliza-
tion. This restores the orthogonality of the channelization
codes to some extent suppressing intra-cell MAI. [4]

The LMMSE equalizer is obtained from [4]

WL = argmin
W

E

⎡
⎣
∣∣∣∣∣WHr −

K∑
k=1

SkAkbk

∣∣∣∣∣
2
⎤
⎦ , (3)

where the minimization is carried out elementwise. By
solving (3) the equalizer matrix becomes [4]

WL =

(
DC

( K∑
k=1

A2
kSkSH

k

)
CHDH + σ2

nI

)−1

DC. (4)

The equalizer is followed by a correlator and a decision
device. Thus, the decision variables for physical channel
k = 1 are obtained from [4] yL = SH

1 WH
L r.

The presented equations are for the whole observation win-
dow. In other words, vector yL contains the decision vari-
ables for Nc/G1 symbols. An equalizer for the nth chip is
obtained from non-zero elements of the nth column from
WL. The block-diagram of a receiver can be seen in Fig.
1. It can be seen from (4) that the LMMSE equalizer de-
pends on the spreading sequences of all users with the pe-
riod of the long scrambling code. Thus, the optimal solu-
tion changes from chip to chip. [4]

3.2 Approximate LMMSE Channel Equalizers

3.2.1 Approximation #1

Approximation
∑K

k=1 A2
kSkSH

k ≈ s2
∑K

k=1 A2
k , where s2

denotes the square value of a chip, is made for the LMMSE

equalizer presented to avoid the problem caused by the long
scrambling code. After the simplification, the approximate
LMMSE channel equalizer becomes [4]

W̃L1 = (s2
K∑

k=1

A2
kDCCHDH + σ2

nI)−1DC (5)

= R−1
1 DC, (6)

where R1 is an approximation of the received signal co-
variance matrix. The decision variables after correlation
becomes [4] yL̃1 = SH

1 W̃
H

L1r.

A single decision variable for transmit antenna nT (i.e., an
element in yL̃1) can be written as yL̃1 = sH1 z(n), where
z(n) ∈ CG1×1 is vector containing the equalizer out-
puts, i.e.,(p̄nT

)HR̄−1
1 r̄(n) for the desired symbol, r̄(n) ∈

C(2L+NR)×1 is the part of the received signal within equal-
izer on the nth chip interval, R̄1 is the part of the approx-
imate covariance matrix corresponding to r̄(n), p̄nT

is the
channel impulse response vector which corresponds to the
mth symbol from transmit antenna nT, i.e., non-zero ele-
ments in (G1NTm +nT)th column from the matrix DC,
and s1 is the spreading sequence vector for the desired
physical channel.

The above approximation is reasonable as long as the re-
ceived signal propagates through a common channel. How-
ever, this is not the case in MIMO communications. The
above equalizer assumes that noise, intra-cell MAI and IAI
deteriorate symbol estimates equally. In practice, IAI is the
dominating one due to the despreading.

3.2.2 Approximation #2

The approximation #2 presented next, takes the effect of
despreading into account. The order of the equalization
and despreading is changed in the derivation of this new,
enhanced, approximation. Thus, SINR per symbol is maxi-
mized under the assumption of a random, white scrambling
sequence. The covariance matrix of the received signal af-
ter the despreading can be approximated by

R̄2 = R̄1 + (A2
1 − s2

K∑
k=1

A2
k)

NT∑
nT=1

p̄nT
p̄H

nT
. (7)

Consequently, the enhanced approximation of the LMMSE
channel equalizer for transmit antenna nT is given by

w̃L2 = R̄−1
2 p̄nT

. (8)

The decision variable for the enhanced approximation be-
comes yL̃2 = sH1 z(n), where z(n) is vector containing the
equalizer outputs, i.e. w̃H

L2r̄(n) for the desired symbol. It
can be easily shown that the LMMSE approximations are
approaching each other, when the number of physical chan-
nels increases [8].
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3.3 Spatial MAP Receiver

The spatial MAP receiver is an approximate version of the
optimum multiuser detector to reduce complexity. It miti-
gates only IAI. The spatial MAP receiver uses the outputs
from the rake receiver and the bit estimates are given by

ˆ́b1 = arg max
´b1∈{−1,1}McNT

P(b́1|yR)P(b́1), (9)

where b́1 is a bit vector of the desired physical channel
with McNT elements, Mc is the size of the modulation al-
phabet, and maximization is carried out elementwise. The
rake receiver is given by yR = cH

RSH
1 r, where SH

1 performs
correlation of the received signal in the fingers and where
cH
R contains the complex conjugate of channel coefficients.

The connection between b́1 in (9) and symbol vector b1 is
b1 = Φ(b́1), where Φ(·) performs mapping from bits to
QPSK symbols using Gray coding.

Soft decisions are needed from the detector in order to per-
form efficient channel decoding. The soft decision is ob-
tained from a priori and a posteriori log-likelihood ratios
(LLR) of a transmitted bit. A priori LLR La(b́1,k) is zero
in the examples of this paper. A posteriori LLR of the bit
b́1,k conditioned on the received signal yR is given by [3]

Ld(b́1,i | yR) = log
P(b́1,i = 1|yR)

P(b́1,i = −1|yR)
, (10)

where b́1,i is ith bit from b́1 bit vector.

Encoded bits in vector b́1 can be assumed to be approx-
imately statistically independent, due to the interleaving.
Thus, a soft output value can be written as

Ld(b́1,i | yR) = La(b́1,i) (11)

+log

∑
´b1∈ϕ+

i

exp((yR − cH
RSH

1 r1)HR−1
n (yR − cH

RSH
1 r1))∑

´b1∈ϕ−
i

exp((yR − cH
RSH

1 r1)HR−1
n (yR − cH

RSH
1 r1))

,

where r1 = DCS1A1Φ(b́1), R−1
n is the covariance matrix

of the noise term, ϕ+
i is the set of 2NT Mc−1 bit sequences

b́1 having b1,i = +1, ϕ−
i is the set of 2NT Mc−1 bit se-

quences b́1 having b1,i = −1. [3, 9]

3.4 LMMSE-MAP Receiver

LMMSE-MAP receiver is concatenation of a channel
equalizer and the spatial MAP receiver. The LMMSE
equalizer is used in the front part of the receiver for MAI
suppression. The purpose of the spatial MAP is to suppress
the residual IAI on the output of the equalizer.

When the LMMSE approximation #1 equalizer is used in
the front of the spatial MAP instead of the rake receiver in
(11), the soft outputs for the channel decoder is given by

Ld(b́1,i | yR) = La(b́1,i) (12)

+lg

∑
´b1∈ϕ+

i

exp((yL̃1 − pH
1 R̃−1

1 r1)HR−1
n (yL̃1 − pH

1 R̃−1
1 r1))∑

´b1∈ϕ−
i

exp((yL̃1 − pH
1 R̃−1

1 r1)HR−1
n (yL̃1 − pH

1 R̃−1
1 r1))

.

3.5 Complexity Discussion

There is no difference between the complexities of the two
approximate equalizers. The complexity of the equalizers
depends on the filter length and the update rate of filter. The
complexity of filter calculation is O(n3), where n is the
filter length. However, HSDPA is used with low terminal
speeds, and, thus, low filter update rate can be used.

The complexity of the spatial MAP receiver increases ex-
ponentially with the NT and Mc that makes it computa-
tionally more intensive than the approximate equalizers.
The computational requirements of the spatial MAP and
the LMMSE approximation #1 receivers are combined in
the LMMSE-MAP receiver, that makes it computationally
the most intensive from the presented receivers.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The signal structure in the simulated system mostly fol-
lows the physical layer of the WCDMA FDD mode down-
link described in [2, 7]. Adaptive modulation and coding
(AMC) used in HSDPA, is not implemented. QPSK modu-
lation is used employing root raised cosine pulses with roll-
off factor of 0.22. Random cell specific scrambling code
and Walsh channelization codes with spreading factor 16
are used. Two-by-two antenna MIMO transmission is used
for spatial multiplexing. Signals from different antennas as
well as on different physical channels are transmitted with
an equal power.

The parameters of the stochastic MIMO radio channel
model in 3GPP report [10] are used in the simulations.
Simulations are executed in uncorrelated flat fading and
ITU Vehicular A channels. The channel profiles can be
found from [10]. Perfect channel state information is as-
sumed to be known at the receiver. The known channel
and receiver coefficients are used to provide the channel
information needed in the turbo decoder. The variance of
interference and noise needed in the decoder are estimated
by averaging the squared difference of scaled transmitted
signal and received signal over one TTI.

The equalizers were implemented with explicit covariance
matrix inversion and equalization is performed over all the
receive antennas. The equalizer length is chosen to be twice
to the channel response length with components attenuated
on average less than 20 dB from the peak value. The equal-
izer is updated at the rate of 7.5 kHz. The channel coher-
ence time is over hundred times longer. Thus, no significant
performance loss is caused due to the updating rate.

The frame error rate (FER) performance of the approximate
LMMSE equalizers, spatial MAP, and LMMSE-MAP re-
ceivers is presented in uncorrelated flat fading channel in
Fig. 2. SNR values for numerical examples are chosen to
be Eb/N0, where Eb is received energy per coded bit and
N0 is one sided power spectral density of noise.

The spreading sequences of the physical channels remain
orthogonal in a flat fading channels. Thus, increasing the
number of physical channels does not affect the perfor-
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Fig. 2. FER performance in uncorrelated flat fading channel with
two transmit and receive antennas.

mance of the receivers. The exception is the LMMSE ap-
proximation #1 equalizer of which performance actually
improves when the number of physical channels increases.
The LMMSE approximation #1 equalizer does not effi-
ciently mitigate IAI in the case of one transmitted physi-
cal channel, but it approaches the approximation #2 when
the number of physical channels increases as explained in
Section 3.3. The best performance is obtained with the spa-
tial MAP and LMMSE-MAP receivers. The spatial MAP
receiver can be considered as the optimal receiver in flat
fading case and there is no gain achieved by using linear
equalizer in front of it due to the absence of MAI.

The FER performance of the approximate LMMSE equal-
izers, spatial MAP, and LMMSE-MAP receivers is pre-
sented in ITU Vehicular A channel in Fig. 3. The per-
formance of the receivers is deteriorated by both IAI and
MAI due to the lost orthogonality of spreading sequences.
One can note that also in this case the LMMSE approxima-
tion #1 equalizer is closer to the LMMSE approximation #2
equalizer with ten transmitted physical channels than with
one transmitted physical channel. The best performance
with one transmitted physical channel is given by the spa-
tial MAP and LMMSE-MAP receivers. However, the per-
formance of the spatial MAP receiver is significantly de-
teriorated by MAI with an increasing number of physical
channels. The performance of LMMSE-MAP does not de-
grade as significantly and it gives the best performance in
the case of ten transmitted physical channels.

5. CONCLUSION

Two approximate LMMSE equalizers were considered for
WCDMA downlink employing MIMO communication. A
receiver optimal in spatial domain was used alone and con-
catenated with a linear equalizer as a reference.

The results show that the receiver optimal in spatial do-
main does not provide performance gain enough for HS-
DPA connection. A good compromise, from a performance
and complexity points of view, for variable traffic loads
seems to be the proposed LMMSE approximation #2 re-
ceiver which suppresses both intra-cell MAI and IAI. There
is no difference between the complexities of the two ap-
proximate LMMSE equalizers that makes the use of the
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LMMSE appr. #2 10 users
LMMSE appr. #2 1 user
Spatial MAP 10 users
Spatial MAP 1 user
LMMSE−MAP 10 users
LMMSE−MAP 1 user

Fig. 3. FER performance in ITU Vehicular A channel with two
transmit and receive antennas.

LMMSE approximation #1 impractical due to the insuffi-
cient IAI mitigation. The concatenation of the approximate
version of the optimal receiver with the LMMSE approxi-
mation #1 did not give enough performance gain over the
LMMSE approximation #2 if the increase in the complex-
ity is kept in mind.
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